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ABSTRACT 

Wound are subjected to infection of many microorganism, there are a wide variety of dressing techniques and 

materials available for management of both acute wounds and chronic non-healing wounds. Dressings are one 

important aspect that promotes wound healing apart from treating the underlying cause and other supportive 

measures like nutrition and systemic antibiotics need to be given equal attention. This article offers a review of 

the common wound management dressings and emerging technologies for achieving improved wound healing. It 

also reviews many of the dressings and novel polymers used for the delivery of drugs to acute, chronic and other 

types of wound. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Antimicrobial dressings play a very important half in wound care within the bar and management of infection. 

However, clinicians should remember of their completely different properties and once to begin and stop 

treatment so as to deliver cost- and clinically effective care [1]. Antimicrobials area unit agents that kill micro-

organisms. Antimicrobial is associate degree ‘umbrella’ term that includes: disinfectants, antiseptics and 

antibiotics. Disinfectants seek advice from chemical agents or biocides that area unit accustomed inhibit or kill 

microbes on inanimate objects admire dressing trolleys and instruments, as an instance, alcohol, metallic 

element hyper mineral and glutaraldehyde. Antiseptics, on the opposite hand, area unit biocides accustomed 

inhibit or kill micro-organisms gift among a wound (the bio burden) or on intact skin [2].The antimicrobial 

activity of disinfectants and antiseptics varies significantly and these agents area unit observed as antiseptic, 

fungicidal, veridical or sporicidal once they kill microbes, and biological process, fungi static, sporistatic or 

virustatic if they inhibit the expansion of microbes [3-5]. 

Wound dressings containing antimicrobials, either antiseptics or antibiotics, is applied so as to manage wound 

infections whereas reducing the danger of unwanted effects as they act regionally over systemically. the best 

topical antimicrobial drug ought to have broad activity, be microbicidal and safe to use while not being matter 

.Liposomal hydrogels incorporating mupirocin has been planned as a promising wound dressing thanks to their 

potential to retain at the positioning of treatment for extended time and also the ability to supply controlled 

unharness of the drug .which during this case is associate degree antibiotic thought-about to be acceptable for 

application in topical infections since it\'s active against a broad vary of microorganisms while not poignant the 

traditional skin flora to constant extent[6,7]. 

Wound healing may be a multi-factorial physiological method. The quality of this development makes it liable 

to many abnormalities. Wounds area unit physical injuries that lead to a gap or break of the skin Healing may be 

a advanced and complicated method initiated in response to associate degree injury that restores the operate and 

integrity of broken tissues. Wound healing involves continuous Celle cell and Celle matrix interactions that 

enable the method in 3 overlapping phases; inflammation, cellular proliferation and remodelling [8]. 
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 In fact, living substance aggregation throughout haemostasis releases variety of soluble mediators beginning the 

healing method. Haemostasis is followed by associate degree early inflammatory section characterised by 

vasodilatation, augmented capillary porosity, complement activation and being nuclear and phagocyte migration 

into the wound among 3 days [9, 10]. The provision of medicine ready to stimulate the method of wound 

healing continues to be restricted. Solely medication listed in western pharmacopoeias area unit supposed to be 

used on wounds [11].The employment of natural molecules and polymers, as remedies or for tissue engineering, 

is truly a significant approach to repair and/or regenerate tissues [12]. Recently, attention-grabbing stimulating 

effects on human somatic cell physiology are shown mistreatment plant carbohydrate. The robust sweetening of 

cell viability and proliferation rates in human skin fibroblasts and keratinocytes suggests a positive impact of 

some carbohydrates on skin regeneration [13]. In fact, it\'s been according in previous studies that 

polysaccharide and chitosan polysaccharides evoked the activation of a complement system, being nuclear cells, 

fibroblasts and tube-shaped structure epithelium cells. In addition, anticoagulant polysaccharides area unit 

presently used for the treatment of skin and eye ulceration. Moreover, a family of dextran derivatives and 

glycosaminoglycans area unit documented for his or her comfortable therapeutic potential .however relating to 

the crucial uses of those advanced polymers in clinical applications thanks to their structure quality, the 

therapeutic fields gave increasing importance to oligosaccharides to interchange compound structure [14]. 

WOUND 

A wound may be a kind of injury to the skin that happens terribly quickly wherever the shin is cut, torn, or 

perforated (an open wound), wherever blunt force trauma causes a contusion (a closed wound). Wounds may 

additionally embody diabetic ulcers and burns. Minor wounds don\'t seem to be terribly serious, however it\'s 

important to scrub it in order that we will stop them from infections. Infection during a wound delays healing 

and causes the wound to breakdown [15, 16]. It is wide documented that patients with chronic wounds area unit 

seen with issues admire leakages from dressings, malodour, and pain [17]. 

 

Wound classification  

Etiologist to think about include,  

• Pressure ulcers 

• Venous stasis/insufficiency  

• Arterial insufficiency (ischemic ulcers)  

• Neuropathic (diabetic)  

• Traumatic (includes surgery) 

 

Wound assessment 
All wounds ought to be assessed and documented for the subsequent 

1. Location size stage: as well as length, width, depth, shape, edges; 

a. Partial thickness: Stage one (epidermis solely, includes abrasions), Stage a pair of (into dermal 

layer) Full thickness: Stage three (involving body covering tissue), Stage four (subcutaneous 

tissue and underlying structures) 

2. Periwound skin (within four cm of wound edges) oedema, induration, erythema, pain, maceration, rash, 

absence of hair, dry, foreign bodies (drains, sutures, etc.)  

3. Wound base look and colour—Healthy tissue: granulation (red/pink and beefy); animal tissueization; 

epithelial bridging deathtissue: slough (yellow, tan); scab (black, brown)  

4. Proof of tunnelling (a passage below the skin extending in any direction through soft tissue making 

dead house with potential forsymptom formation) or undermining (area of tissue destruction on wound 

margins underlying intact skin)  

5. Exudate: quantity, colour, sort (serous, serosanguinous, gory, fibrinous, purulent) [18]. 

 

Signs and symptoms 
Increasing native inflammation ¬ redness, dolour, calor and neoplasm. Discharge/collection of pus. General 

signs ¬ fever, Risk factors: 

• Delayed presentation (>12 hours). 

• Foreign bodies. 

• Heavily spattered wounds. 

• Bites (especially human, cats). 

• Puncture wounds (especially on the foot). 

• Intra¬oral wounds.  

• Open fractures/exposed tendons. 

• Crush wounds (swm) 
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Wound healing 
Wound healing could be a complicated method consisting of 4 steps: stoppage, inflammatory reaction, 

proliferation and remodelling, all of that regulated by cytokines and growth factors free by cells within the 

wounded space. The phases overlapping and linear for acute wounds, whereas the chronic wounds are often 

found at totally different stages of the healing method and don\'t heal in orderly manner [19]. 

 

Wound exudate 

Wound healing usually ends up in the assembly of wound exudate that plays a crucial role all told the stages of 

wound healing. The degree and content of the wound fluid is related to the healing potential of the wound. A 

high quantity of wound exudate could bring about to microorganism growth and thence infection. Excess wound 

exudate can also cause maceration of the skin. 

 

Wound healing process:  

Stages of Wound Healing  

Healthy epithelial tissue maintains its physiological state because of an advanced balance between tissue injury 

and regeneration that is very regulated by animal tissue stem cells [20]. Wound healing could be an extremely 

complicated dynamic method that goal is that the total restoration of the skin structure and performance and 

consists of 3 differentiated although overlapping phases: inflammation, proliferation, and tissue remodelling 

[21-23]. The inflammatory stage involves vessel injury, natural action, And an acute native inflammatory 

response with the enlisting of neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, and lymphocytes further as infiltration of 

leukocytes and succeeding secretion of inflammatory cytokines and growth factors [24]. Within the proliferation 

section, the cytokines and factors free within the previous stage stimulate the proliferation of root cells, the 

enlisting of fibroblasts, keratinocytes, and epithelial tissue cells, and at last cell migration and proliferation. As a 

consequence of those events, at this proliferative stage, granulation is created, ontogenesis evoked and 

extracellular matrix (ECM) secreted [25]. The reworking section is characterised by the epithelial-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) wherever cells migrate to re-epithelialize the broken tissue within the edges of the wound. 

Then, wound contraction happens and fibroblasts differentiate to myofibroblasts which ends in scar-tissue 

formation. As a consequence of theontogenesis initiated within the previous stage, new blood vessels generated 

followed by nerve maturation. Various factorscould hinder those events together with age, obesity, social 

causes, medication or previous diseases [26]. Hypertrophic scars that the results of AN excessive deposition of 

albuminoid, and non-healing (chronic) wounds are normally gift within the clinic. Chronic wounds are oft 

related to a reduced variety and well-defined pathologies, comparable to blood vessel insufficiency, ischemia, 

DM, pressure mortification, or rubor, which might have an effect on healing at totally different stages. Many 

experimental clinical studies have clearly shown failure within the convenience of growth factors to assist 

within the healing cascade thanks to scarce production, defective unleash, housings and/or accumulated 

degradation in those chronic cases. On the opposite hand, ontogenesis could also be scarce because of previous 

pathologies. However, not solely previous diseases will hinder healing, the microenvironment of the wound can 

also play a crucial role. Microorganism parts are highlighted as harmful factors throughout wound healing 

because of their interference with cell-matrix interactions and due a reduced inflammatory response they turn 

out [27]. As in different infective processes, bacterium will colonize wounds as a biofilm that could be a 

complicated mixture of bacterium embedded in AN ECM with the flexibility to create an extremely resistant 

soundproof microenvironment against antibiotics whereas maintaining the inflammatory stage [28]. 

FACTORS POIGNANT WOUND HEALING 

There are several factors ends up in impaired wound healing they\'ll be categorised into  

• Local factors that influence wound healing.  

• Systemic factors that influence wound healing.  

 

Local factors that influence wound healing 

Oxygenation:  

chemical element is incredibly necessary for the cell metabolism wherever the energy is obtained by ATP and is 

incredibly a lot of required within the wound healing method .It induces ontogenesis sand prevents the wound 

from infections helps in re- epithelialization, will increase formative cell proliferation, collagen synthesis 

additionally promotes contraction of the wound [29,30].  

 

Infections:  

Several organisms acquire access into the underlying of the skin inflicting native infections these 

microorganisms replicate chop-chop with the wound inflicting injury [31]. P. aeruginosa and coccus are some 

common microorganisms that cause microorganism infection in wounds. Several chronic ulcers don\'t heal 
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thanks to the presence of biofilms containing P. aeruginosa, thence shielding the bacterium from the somatic 

cell activity of offensive organism nuclear neutrophils (PMNs). This mechanism will make a case for why 

antibiotic did not treat some chronic wounds [32]. 

 

Systemic factors that influence wound healing  

Age:  

Age is one in every of the distinctive that affects the wound healing method, increase within the age leads to the 

key risk in wound healing that is usually seen in adults aging causes temporal delay in wound healing, not actual 

impairment in quality wound healing .Delayed wound healing in aged persons is seen because of delayed T-cell 

infiltration into wound space inflicting the chemokine production that reduces somatic cell and scavenger cell 

capability [33]. 

 

Stress:  

Stress causes several upset, diabetes, cancer are comprised wound healing .Many studies have shown that each 

human and animals demonstrate physiological stress that causes delay in wound healing [34]. 

 

Sex hormones in aged individuals: Sex hormones have impact on the wound healing method .Compared to 

females males have showed a lot of delayed healing within the acute wounds. A partial rationalization is seen 

that the feminine oestrogens (oestrone and 17-estradiol) and male androgens (testosterone and 5-

dihydrotestosterone, DHT) and their steroid precursor dehydro epiandrosterone (DHEA) that seem to own vital 

effects in wound-healing method. It had been discerned that the variations in organic phenomenon between 

young human and older male wounds are virtually solely oestrogen-regulated. Estrogenic affects the wound 

healing by control numerous genes that is related to regeneration. Several studies have shown that estrogenic 

have the flexibility to boost the age connected impairment of wound healing each in men and ladies [35]. 

 

Diabetes: polygenic disorder causes impairment in wound healing .Moreover sizable amount of individuals are 

stricken by Diabetic Foot lesion (DFU) it causes more complications like amputations, blood vessel stasis 

malady, DFUs and pressure-related chronic non-healing wounds, are invariably in the middle of drive. Drive 

will increase the amount of chemical element radicals that ends up in early inflammatory response, symptom 

and also the interaction with their receptors (RAGE) is related to impair wound healing in diabetic patients. 

Medications sizable amount of medicines could interfere with the clot formation, medication responses and cell 

proliferation that have the capability to have an effect on wound healing method. Several medication like, 

medication medication, non-steroidal medication, hormone steroids and chemotherapeutical medication [36]. 

 

Obesity: fatness is that the main cause for several diseases and health conditions like stroke, sort 2diabetes, high 

blood pressure, cancer, sleep apnoea, dyslipidaemia, metabolic process issues and additionally impaired wound 

healing. Obese patients face wound complications like intumescence and skin infections, pressure ulcers 

throughout surgery within the rotund patients at the surgical web site it results in ischaemia and hypo 

introduction and that\'s seen in hypodermic animal tissue resulting in decrease delivery of antibiotics inflicting 

slow wound healing. 

Therefore fatness connected changes is seen within the peripheral immune operate which might be improved by 

weight loss [37]. 

Alcohol Consumption several proof have shown that alcohol consumption slows the wound healing method and 

increase the infection. Plant product toxicity will increase the status to infections. Alcohol levels of a hundred 

mg/dL results in maturation, hot and bothered re-epithelialization, scleroprotein production wherever in acute 

plant product causes decrease within the angiogenic capability resulting in decrease in wound property inflicting 

aerophilic stress and drive resulting in impaired wound healing [38]. 

 

Smoking: Smoking causes a numerous range of complications in human health it\'s acknowledge to cause 

stroke, vascular diseases, chronic respiratory organ diseases the negative result for wound healing is 

acknowledge for a protracted time [39]. 

Persons World Health Organization smoke tend to indicate delayed wound healing with numerous 

complications like tissue rapture, infections, colligation discharge, flapnecros is resulting in decrease within the 

enduringness of the injuries that causes impaired wound healing [40]. 

 

Nutrition: Nutrition is one amongst the vital issue for wound healing, deficiency disease or nutrition deficiency 

have a bearing on wound healing nutrients like carbohydrates, fats and macromolecules are the first supply for 

the wound healing method wherever the aldohexose is that the major fuel to make cellular adenosine 

triphosphate that helps in deposition of the new tissues and supply of energy for the maturation and use of 

adenosine triphosphate is additionally prevents the depilation of amino acids and protein substrates [41]. 
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Protein: macromolecule is one amongst the foremost part for the wound repair deficiency of macromolecule 

will impair capillary formation, proteoglycan synthesis, scleroprotein synthesis, embryonic cell proliferation and 

wound remodelling. It additionally ends up in moving the system and reduce in body process and will increase 

the status for microbial infections [42]. 

 

Collagen: scleroprotein synthesis needs sure co –factors like metal iron and ascorbic acid in conjunction with 

hydroxylation ofessential amino acid and candy thence the deficiency in any of those co factors ends up in 

impaired wound healing [43]. 

 

Arginine: essential amino acid is one amongst the part that improves immune operate, and helps within the 

wound healing in healthy and unwell patients [44]. 

Glutamine: aminoalkanoic acid is one amongst the foremost long aminoalkanoic acid gift in plasma and it\'s a 

serious supply of metabolic energy for quickly proliferating cells resembling lymphocytes, animal tissue cells 

macrophages and fibroblasts [45]. Oral aminoalkanoic acid supplementation has shown to enhance the wound 

breaking strength and additionally increase levels of mature scleroprotein [46]. 

 

Lipids: Lipids are used for nutritionary support for critically unwell patients so as to fulfil the energy necessities 

that is that the building blocks for tissue repair and wound healing, polyunsaturated fatty acid fatty acids on 

wound healing are aforesaid to be not conclusive. it\'s aforesaid to have an effect on cell metabolism, maturation 

and organic phenomenon at the location of the wound [47]. 

 

Vitamin C: ascorbic acid is incredibly potent anti - oxidizing agent and additionally helps in wound healing, 

deficiency during this results in impairment within the tissue repair and additionally results in wound infections 

[48]. 

 

Vitamin E: vitamin E is AN inhibitor and maintains cell integrity it additionally has anti - inflammatory 

response and reduces scar formation in chronic wounds, vitamin E once used locally acts as AN anti-scarring 

agent in chronic wounds, thence vitamin E supplements is helpful for wound healing.  

Many matter supplements have shown their role in wound repair like Zn may be a chemical compound for DNA 

and RNA enzyme and deficiency of this results in impaired wound healing thence Zn is incredibly abundant 

vital for wound healing. thus high energy supplements containing essential amino acid, macromolecule enriched 

supplements, vitamin E, nutrition will improve healing of chronic pressure lesion Multiple factors will cause 

impaired wound healing in several phases thus every factors have an influence on the wound healing method 

[49]. 

CONTROLLED DRUG DELIVERY TO THE WOUND 

Controlled unleash of medicine to a given target typically involves prolonging the action of the active drug over 

time by permitting continual unleash from a compound dose kind.193There is but, very little literature on the 

controlled delivery of drugs from polymeric wound dressings. The utilization of hydrophilic polymers as 

controlled unleash dressings has nice promise as a result of the potential benefits they provide [50]. 

 

Advantages of controlled drug delivery 

Controlled delivery dressings will give a wonderful means that of delivering medicine to wound sites in an 

exceedingly consistent and sustained fashion over long periods of your time while not the necessity for frequent 

dressing modification [51]. Bio adhesive, synthetic, artificial associate degreed naturally derived compound 

dressings are doubtless helpful within the treatment of native infections wherever it\'s going to be beneficial to 

own accrued native concentrations of antibiotics whereas avoiding high general doses therefore reducing patient 

exposure to an far more than drug on the far side that needed at the wound website. Additionally, they\'re 

promptly perishable and so may be simply washed off the wound surface, once they need exerted their desired 

result [52].Improvement of patient compliance is another advantage particularly in chronic wound management 

wherever patients typically bear long treatments and frequent dynamic of dressings which will result in 

insubordination. A dressing which will deliver an energetic substance to a wound website in an exceedingly 

controlled fashion for a sustained amount of a couple of week might facilitate solve or minimise this downside 

[53]. 

 

Polymeric drug delivery dressings 

Most modern dressings are made up of polymers which might function vehicles for the discharge and delivery 

of medicine to wound sites. The discharge of medicine from fashionable compound dressings to wounds has 

been sparsely according within the literature with few clinical studies allotted up to now [54]. Other compound 
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dressings according for drug delivery to wounds comprises novel formulations ready from compound 

biomaterials love mucopolysaccharide, scleroprotein and chitosan [55]. Artificial polymers utilized as swell 

ready dressings for controlled drug delivery embody polymergel sheets, carboxylic acid. A number of these 

novel compound dressings for drug delivery exist as patents [56]. Composite dressings comprising each 

artificial and present polymers have additionally been according for controlled drug delivery to wound sites. 

Sustained unleash tissue designed compound scaffolds for controlled delivery of growth factors and genetic 

material to wound sites have additionally been according. the trendy dressings for drug delivery to wounds is 

also applied within the kind of gels, films and foams while the novel compound dressings created within the 

kind of films and porous sponges love freeze-dried wafers or discs or as tissue designed compound scaffolds 

[57]. 

 

Mechanism of controlled delivery to wounds 

Drug unleash from compound formulations is controlled by one or additional physical processes together with 

(a) association of the compound by fluids and (b) swelling to make a gel, (c) diffusion of drug through the 

swollen gel and (d) ultimate erosion of the compound gel [58].Although there\'s very little literature during this 

space for compound wound dressings love hydrocolloids, alginate, hydrogels and polymer, it appears possible 

that swelling, erosion and future drug diffusion mechanics can play an area in controlled drug unleash from 

these dressings after they get contact with wound exudate. Upon contact of a dry compound dressing with a 

dampish wound surface, wound exudate penetrates into the compound matrix. This causes association and 

future swelling of the dressing to make a gel over the wound surface [59]. The controlled unleash of proteins 

from alginate matrices together with dressings to tissue layer tissues love wounds. They represented the swelling 

behaviour of the compound to make gel that acts as a barrier to drug diffusion. Like all polymers, the swelling 

ascertained is because of association of the compound chains that ends up in a rise within the end-to-end 

distance of the individual compound molecules. In bound wound dressings, the mechanism for drug unleash has 

been explained by the hydrolytic activity of enzymes gift within the wound exudates or from microorganism 

within the case of infected wounds [60]. Different techniques are utilized in studies to characterise the swelling 

behaviour of hydrophilic polymers upon contact with water. it\'s been shown that in associate degree liquid 

medium, the compound additionally undergoes a relaxation method leading to slow, direct erosion (dissolution) 

of the hydrous compound. it\'sattainable for each swelling and dissolution to work at the same time in wound 

dressings with every contribute to the unleash mechanism. Generally, however, the speed of unleash of drug is 

decided by the speed of diffusion of dissolution medium (exudates) into the compound matrix [61]. The Erosion 

is that the dominant mechanism dominant the latter part of most unleash profiles. Factors love erosion of the 

compound matrix following water diffusion and swelling in other dosage forms is legendary to be the main 

reason for deviations from root of your time mechanics. Completely different models are projected for work 

controlled drug unleash mechanisms that mix diffusion, swelling and erosion [62, 63] .These models are 

supported the penetration of water into the dry matrix and compound dissolution supported the reputation theory 

of polymers in solution [64]. 

MATERIALS EMPLOYED IN WOUND CARE – FASHIONABLE ERA 

Gauze 

The utilization of gauze to decorate and bandage wounds has its origins in precedent days, having been firmly 

established by the fifth century BCE and continues to be in use nowadays. The term ‘gauze’ represents 2 styles 

of medical aid material: woven gauze is that the one hundred natural textiles that we tend to area unit most 

accustomed to. Non-woven gauze refers to a lot of fashionable, artificial dressing’s product of cloth or artificial 

fibre blends [65]. 

Woven gauze is problematic in dressing and packing wounds because it sheds fibres once cut and will leave 

rubbish within the wound bed once removed. it\'s conjointly absorbent and tends to stay to the wound, leading to 

trauma upon removal because it quickly dries out the wound, changing into unfree inside the scab. Till recently, 

this was thought of advantageous as a dry wound was thought of optimum for healing and therefore the removal 

of the embedded dry scab was seen as a style of physical surgical operation [66].The perception that a wound 

was best recovered below dry conditions persisted from the days of medical man till comparatively recent 

analysis promoted the upkeep of a dampish wound atmosphere. This analysis began with winter and therefore 

the 1962 investigation in a very pig model that ended that dampish wounds recovered quicker than dry wounds. 

Gauze strips soaked in antibiotics similar to EUSOL, proflavin or antiseptic were accustomed pack wounds to 

forestall closure and promote granulation from the wound base. This was later modified to saline soaked gauze 

as a result of the utilization of antibiotics during this fashion was thought to be probably cytotoxic. Saline was 

used as a hypertonic answer however quickly dried out, leading to painful removal [67]. 

Today, woven gauze is seen as a ‘wet to dry’ dressing and used in a very vary of wound care methods. Despite 

its non-selective mode of physical surgical operation, trauma to the wound bed and resultant pain, it\'s still the 
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foremost used wound dressing within the world. it\'s conjointly used as a vehicle for antimicrobial agents 

however presents complications similar to degradation or inactivation of the antimicrobial agent upon exposure 

to the high macromolecule levels inside wound fluid and lateral microorganism migration into the wound bed 

inside the dampish atmosphere [68]. Factors similar to price, education and therefore the ability to follow best 

apply area unit thought to work out choice of wound dressings and will account for continued use of this ancient 

product, ostensibly surpassed by fashionable dressings [69]. 

 

Films 

Films area unit skinny adhesive and semi occlusive membranes that may be used as each primary and secondary 

dressings. They manage wet by vapour transmission and area unit sensible barriers against foreign liquid and 

microorganism. As film dressings area unit non-absorbent and therefore could result in saddlery of fluid and 

later maceration of wound tissue, they\'recounseled for wounds with minimal wound exudate or as secondary 

dressings. Film dressings have the advantage of solely adhering to the dry periwound space that reduces the 

chance of pain throughout ever-changing of dressing. Patient’s victimization films can even like the actual fact 

that the dressings may be left in situ while not being modified for up to seven days [70]. 

 

Calcium or calcium/sodium alginate 
Metallic element alginate was developed by Blaine in 1947 as a soluble dressing and has since been factory-

made into fibres, films and foams to be used in surgery and wound dressings [71]. Metallic element alginate is 

comprised of a natural compound extracted from brown alga. In their initial applications, they dried resolute 

type a tough mass, that then display similar risks thereto of woven gauze in this any trauma is inflicted upon 

removal unless moistened initial. Alginates area unit applied dry and type a gel on interesting excess wound 

exudate. As they\'re fibrous in structure, they\'ll leave residual rubbish within the wound bed if the exudate is 

deficient to gel the fibres and therefore the dressing could need any wetting as failure to try to to therefore could 

result in infection [72]. They conjointly need a second dressing to be employed in adjunct. However, their 

ability to soak up excess exudate aids within the interference of maceration of encompassing healthy tissue and 

that they may be sterilised by autoclaving. The big selection of alginates presently on the market is safe to use 

onceused properly [73]. 

 

Spray-on dressings:  
This could be a spray-on formulation of synthetic resin dissolved in a very mixture of carboxylic acid esters. It 

forms a skinny wrapper upon evaporation of its organic solvent [74]. However, the authors found that it had 

been tough to keep up a seal between the film and skin as results of injury thanks to a potential haemolysing or 

dilation impact from the solvent or accumulated exudate, leading to ensuing infection [75]. Despite this, later 

trials found that Nobecutane and different spray-on dressings were helpful in reducing infection rates in facial 

and pocket surgeries also as in abdominal surgery wherever the applying of ancient dressings was tough. 

Currently, spray-on dressing’s area unit commercially offered to the general public as associate applicable 

tending response for superficial acute wounds [76,77]. 

 

Hydrocolloid 
Hydrocolloid dressings, 1st developed in 1982, contains associate degree inner layer of deliquescent gel created 

from gelatine, pectin, metal carboxymethylcellulose and polyisobutylene, backed by a movie, forming a 

versatile wafer dressing [78] .These occlusive dressings are shown to produce a dampish, hypoxic wound 

surroundings that promotes lysis operation. They additionally permit gas exchange and are permeable to vapour 

however could cause maceration if used on heavily exuding wounds, though it’s been urged that the appliance 

of a substance dressing could scale back the number of exudate made by a wound. Varied specific forms of 

substance dressings have come back to promote, however whereas they dissent in size, shape, exudate 

absorption and meant use, their basic mode of action remains constant [79, 80]. 

 

Hydrogels 

Hydrogels contains cross-linked polymers akin to starch, polyposis or different plant- or animal-derived 

polysaccharides and contain up to ninety six water [81,82].They can offer wet to dry wounds in addition as 

absorb excess exudate, reckoning on wet levels at the wound and are atraumatic once used properly. Hydrogels 

additionally facilitate the lysis of death tissue, and don\'t support microorganism growth however their use is 

restricted to dry and low exuding wounds as they\'ll cause maceration to encompassing tissues once higher 

volumes of wound exudate gift. there\'s additionally a risk that once used on exuding anaemia ulcers their use 

may end up in an exceedingly shift from dry to wet gangrene inside the wound. Curiously, Hydrogels are on the 

market in an exceedingly style of formats akin to sheets, gels and beads that modify a tailored application to 

individual wounds. Hydrogels are used for the treatment of burns, chronic ulcers, and surgical wounds and even 

injected into the rachis [83]. 
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Foams 
Polyurethane dressings are simple to use and customise as they\'ll be move form and are available in an 

exceedingly vary of absorbencies they\'re designed to soak up excess wound exudate whereas maintaining a 

dampish wound interface and providing thermal insulation. They additionally forestall maceration of 

encompassing healthy tissue and facilitate the removal of slough. A variety of froth dressings exists with some 

incorporating different elements to reinforce absorbance, management infection or guarantee atraumatic 

removal. These fertilized foams are used for a large vary of applications in each acute and chronic wounds, 

together with post-surgical dressing, application on heavily exuding wounds or for packing deep cavity wounds 

[84,85]. 

 

Silicone dressings 

Polymer is employed either as a contact dressing or because the contact layer inside a dressing, maybe, Mepilex, 

a polyurethane membrane coated with a soft polymer layer. it\'s additionally used as a coating on materials like 

non-woven polyester nets. In negative pressure medical aid, silicone-coated polyester enhances healing rates in 

sheep models and should assist within the hindrance of hypertrophic scarring once combined with pressure 

medical aid .Dressings incorporating soft polymer contact layers adhere to dry skin whereas remaining no 

adherent to the wound website, leading to atraumatic removal and a slashed risk of injury to the wound website 

upon dressing changes. Polymer is used on a variety of acute and chronic wounds because it is incorporated in 

many alternative medical aid ways [86, 87]. 

 

Capillary action dressings 
Capillarity dressings incorporate associate degree absorbent pad of deliquescent fibres, usually comprising 

eightieth polyester, and two hundredth cotton fibres between 2 layers of perforated, permeable, non-woven 

polyester. Exudate is off from the wound by capillarity and therefore the excess is unfold laterally through the 

absorbent pad on a capillary pressure gradient, preventing tissue maceration. These dressings decrease 

microorganism load on the wound surface, assist in operation and Diamond State organic process, however 

could adhere to wounds with low levels of exudate, leading to traumatic removal. they\'re best employed in 

conjunction with a non-adherent contact layer and don\'t seem to be counselled for blood vessel or heavily 

haemorrhage wound [88, 89]. 

 

Odour-absorbent dressings 

The utilization of a charcoal artefact to handle odor was 1st reported by Butcher et al. in 1976. Odour in an 

exceedingly wound is primarily made from anaerobic bacterium, and while the initial line of management ought 

to be infection management, it\'s typically advantageous to include associate degree odour-absorbing dressing 

into the treatment protocol. These dressings use charcoal or C to soak up odour from the wound and are 

typically employed in conjunction with absorbent secondary dressings. The odour-causing molecules are 

preserved by the carbon and charcoal is shown to retain bacterium [85]. 

ANTIBACTERIAL DRESSINGS 

Honey dressings 
The utilization of honey as associate degree medicine is well established in trendy wound care, with medical-

grade honey employed in a spread of commercially on the market dressings. These dressings offer antimicrobial 

and anti-inflammatory properties through lysis operation and maintenance of a dampish wound surroundings 

whereas inhibiting microorganism growth, stimulating wound healing and deodorising the wound, though 

analysis trends are mixed in relevancy their overall efficacy [86]. Honey is germicidal and antifungal against 

close to microorganism strains, each gram-positive and gram-negative, and a few yeasts and is commonly 

accustomed management microorganism strains proof against typical antibiotics. Antimicrobial action is each 

mechanical and catalyst. Like sugar pastes, honey will inhibit microorganism growth through its osmolality, 

wherever the high concentration of sugars causes water to be drawn from the native wound surroundings. This 

additionally maintains a dampish wound surroundings by stimulating fluid transfer from encompassing tissues. 

While this action dilutes the honey, its medicine effects stay. Honey is applied locally to a large vary of wounds 

within the sort of associate degree ointment, for packing cavities, or fertilized inside a gel or alginate dressing. 

Once used as associate degree ointment, the honey can quickly dilute because of absorption of wound exudate in 

addition as increase in runniness upon warming to body temperature and should, therefore, need frequent 

dressing changes so as to take care of effectualness [87]. 

 

Iodine dressings 
Iodine, a natural group, is associate degree antiseptic and offered during vary of topical applications. Like all 

antiseptics, it targets a broad spectrum of microorganism and different pathogens akin to fungi, viruses, protozoa 
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and prions through non-specific action [86]. Iodine has been accustomed forestall and treat infection since the 

fourth century BCE and dialogue over its use remains. This dialogue began once Fleming initial advocated the 

utilization of antiseptics akin to iodine within the interference of emphysematous gangrene in wounds obtained 

throughout warfare I. Though antiseptic use has declined thanks to the increase of resistant microorganism 

strains, fashionable preparations of iodine in managing infection area unit being explored, however results area 

unit conflicting and general accord remains to be reached. 

Iodophors, one such fashionable formulation, were developed within the 1950 by complexion elemental iodine 

to a surface-active agent to enhance solubility and cut back toxicity effects. Elemental iodine is cytotoxic against 

fibroblasts, keratinocytes and leukocytes, therefore hindering wound healing. The utilization of iodophors in 

fashionable wound dressings ensures unleash of lower concentrations of free iodine into the wound exudate. The 

foremost wide used formulations area unit povidone-iodine (PVP-1) and cadexomer-iodine [82, 83]. 

The former, whereas being the foremost unremarkably used style of iodine within the clinical setting, is n\'t 

suggested for long-run use or for advanced wounds. Indeed, the utilization of current formulations of PVP-1 

continues to be contentious. Previous analysis has shown that clinical concentrations of as very little as 1 

Chronicles area unit cytotoxic to granulocytes and monocytes in vitro and general iodine toxicity will occur with 

PVP-1 dressings, which usually contain concentrations of seven.5% [88]. 

Studies exploring cadexomer-iodine formulations as a topical application found them to be effective in 

dominant microorganism load. Succeeding studies in humans associate degreed porcine models showed an 

acceleration of stratum migration and re-epithelialisation, through up regulation of cytokines like tube-shaped 

structure epithelial tissue protein (VEGF). Cadexomeriodine was additionally found to absolutely have an effect 

on healing rates in chronic wounds in one little study conducted by Eming and colleagues [87]. Cadexomer-

iodine formulations area unit offered as ointments, powders or dressings (hydrogels, ointments gauze, unwoven 

viscose, beads and paste). 

 

Silver dressings 

Though the medicament action of silver is well established, with silver dressings utilized in a good vary of 

infected wounds, their potential toxicity remains a problem. Ionic, bimetallic and Nan crystalline styles of silver 

are used as foams, hydro fibres and hydrocolloids. The quantity of free silver offered to action upon the wound 

varies from product to product, that impacts upon the effectiveness of the dressing. 

Silver ions influence microorganism by binding and disrupting proteins and nucleic acids through interaction 

with their charged teams akin to thio teams, carboxylates, phosphates, hydroxyls, imidazole’s, indoles and 

amines moreover as stimulating the generation of reactive element species. As a result, cellular changes speedily 

occur through variety of mechanisms that end in loss of viability [89, 90]. 

Investigations have begun solely recently on the general toxicity of silver nanoparticles. Investigated the toxicity 

of silver nanoparticles on human brain tumor and respiratory organ formative cell cells in vitro. The 

nanoparticles were found to penetrate into mitochondria and nuclei, interrupting nucleotide synthesis and 

leading to deoxyribonucleic acid injury. Others have noted the cytotoxic effects of silver nanoparticles on 

keratinocytes in vitro [91]. 

Other medicament dressing Antibacterial agents akin to antiseptic are incorporated into a good vary of 

commercially offered dressings and washes. Chitosan acetate is presently used as a haemostatic dressing within 

the style of a bandage, however some investigations into its antimicrobial action have shown it will forestall 

fatal general infection and management the expansion of Pseudomonas|bacteria genus} aeruginosa and 

Pseudomonas caryophylloid dicot genus [89,91]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The field of wound care is ever expanding with advances in technology. While there is still no superior 

substitute for reconstruction using patients’ own tissues and carefully thought-out reconstructive procedures; 

new products can help facilitate eventual healing by providing prophylaxis against barriers to healing, 

augmentation of wound healing factors, assistance in temporizing and bridging time to definitive repair, and 

optimization of the ultimate results of wound reconstruction. Current wound healing products and modalities 

increase the armamentarium of the wound practitioner to address all aspects of wound care. 
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